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We present a new class of quantum phase transitions that refer neither to local order

parameter and critical fluctuations nor to continuous symmetry breaking but are assigned by

the step-wise change in topology of the multi-particle system expressed in homotopy terms.

The energy for homotopy phases changes in a step-wise manner and the different homotopies

induce specific correlations in planar interacting multi-particle system representing different

commesurability patterns of quantum incompressible states. We illustrate the concept of the

homotopy phase transition in the simplest quantum multi-particle system of two repulsing

electrons on a 2D finite jellium exposed to a strong perpendicular magnetic field. The

homotopy phases related to fractional quantum Hall states are described and compared with

their experimental manifestation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Phase transitions are convebtionally classified based on the criterion of discontinuity of the

derivatives of thermodynamic potentials. The first-order phase transitions with latent heat are

featured by the discontinuity of the first derivative of the free energy, whereas the second-order

phase transitions, with discontinuity of the second-order derivative of the free energy. The latter

can be accouneted for by the Ginsburg-Landau theory of phase transitions1. An arising new phase

at a transition point is usually assigned by an order parameter (such as density for a gas-liquid

transition or magnetization for magnetic transitions) which undergoes a discontinuous step at the

first-order phase transition. At the second-order phase transitions the order parameter continuously

peels off at some critical temperature from its zeroth value in the normal phase. Phase transitions

are typically associated with a spontaneous break-down of some continuous symmetry. In the

ordered phase with broken continuous symmetry a Goldstone boson-like collective mode occurs

that restitutes the lost symmetry2,3. Spin waves in an ordered magnetic phase restitute the broken

rotational symmetry in ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic phases4, and phonons restitute broken

translational symmetry at liquid-crystal transitions. For superfluid or superconducting phases with

broken gauge symmetry2, the zero sound mode locally restores the broken gauge symmetry (in the

case of superfluid He3 with a 3 × 3 complex order parameter, spin waves also restore the gauge

symmetry in the spin channel, although different than spin waves in magnetic systems5,6). The

second-order phase transitions can be characterized by long-range critical fluctuations of the order

parameter, which leads to scaling invariance of the system. For contraction-scaling transformation a

fixed point occurs according to the Banach theorem. This point is identified with a transition point

and the idea of self-similarity at different scales has been developed toward the renormalization

group approach to second-order phase transitions7. Due to discontinuity of the order parameter at

the first order transitions with latent heat, the renormalization group approach is not applicable.

The melting of crystal is an example of such an transition. This transition is associated with an

outcome of income (depending on the direction of the transition) of some latent heat equivalent

to the difference in the thermodynamic potentials of both phases at the transition point. In 2D

systems, the second-order phase transitions are excluded by divergence of Goldstone-mode long-

range correlations, which destabilizes the new phase8,9. As an alternative, the idea of a topological

transition in 2D was suggested via decoupling of vortex and anti-vortex pairs into separated vortices

upon the scheme of Kosterlitz-Touless transitions10–12.

In topologically rich systems other transitions have also been considered, neither assigned by
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any local order parameter and its fluctuations nor associated with the breaking of any continuous

symmetry. In the present paper we describe and illustrate some examples of such transitions

in terms of an instant change of the homotopy classes associated with particular phases when

the external parameters are varied at T = 0 or even at nonzero temperature provided that the

temperature chaos kT does not exceed the activation energy of homotopy phases.

The homotopy related to these phase transitions can be expressed by the fundamental group,

the first homotopy group π1, of the configuration space of multiparticle interacting system13–15.

The homotopy group π1 collects disjoint classes of trajectories (single-parameter maps)13,15 in this

space that cannot be transformed into one another by continuous deformation without cutting

trajectory lines. If a space is assigned with a nontrivial π1 group, then such a space is considered

as multiply-connected. Otherwise, when π1 = e (e is a neutral group element) the space is called

as simply-connected. All configuration spaces of multi-particle systems are multiply-connected,

and their nontrivial π1 groups are named as braid groups13,16. Two types of multi-particle systems

are considered: with indistinguishable identical particles or distinguishable ones. The former refer

to quantum systems, and the corresponding configuration space of N indistinguishable identical

particles has the form FN = (MN −∆)/SN , where MN is the N -fold normal product of a manifold

M where particles are located; ∆ is the diagonal subset of MN in which the coordinates of at

least two particles coincide and is subtracted to ensure particle number conservation; and SN is

the permutation group introduced here via a quotient structure to identify points in FN which

differ only by an renumeration of particles. The braid group π1(FN ) is called the full braid group.

The so-called pure braid group defined for classical distinguishable identical particles π1(M
N −∆))

plays the auxiliary role and is a subgroup of the full braid group13,16,17.

Multi-particle quantum systems of electrons typical in condensed matter may be also described

in homotopy terms with the utilization of quantum full braid groups. When indistinguishable

particles (electrons) are located in some physical space, mathematically represented by a manifold

M , which can be in particular, an infinite 3D space, 2D (plane), 1D (wire) or a finite sphere, torus

or finite 2D plaque, one can in each specific case identify an appropriate N -particle configuration

space and its π1 group (a full braid group). The braid groups critically depend on the dimensionality

of the manifold M16. For 3D manifolds, the braid groups are always the finite permutation groups

SN , whereas for 2D manifold M (or locally 2D) the groups are infinite (countable) and much more

complicated16,18.
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II. INDISTINGUISHABILITY OF IDENTICAL PARTICLES IN THE QUANTUM CASE

The prerequisite for any quantum many-particle system of identical particles is the indistin-

guishability of particles, which is conventionally referred to the property resulting from the lack

of particle trajectories in the quantum case19. However, the independence of the indistinguisha-

bility of identical particles from conventional axioms of quantum mechanics is still disputable19.

This problem is more clearly visible upon the Feynman path formulation of the quantization20–23

in which indistinguishability of particles is added in topology-homotopy terms beyond the quan-

tization scheme for distinguihing particles17,18,24,25. In the case of a multi-particle system of N

identical indistinguishing particles to each trajectory-bundle of N lines in the N -particle configu-

ration space linking an initial point r1, . . . , rN on M at a time instant t with a final one r′1, . . . , r′N

at t′, a closed loop of mutually tangled N individual particle trajectory-threads can be attached

at any intermediate point. This joined closed trajectory bundle may mix enumeration of particles

but not their positions and thus can represented by an arbitrary element of the full braid group of

the multiparticle system (as visualized in an example in Fig. 1). Because distinct braids are non-

homotopic, i.e., are topologically nonequivalent, the domain of the path integral decomposes into a

sum of disjoint sectors assigned by the full braid group elements. The discontinuity between these

sectors in the path space precludes a definition of a path measure on the entire path space, and this

measure must be defined separately in each domain sector. The contributions of all path sectors

to the total path integral must be summed up with individual unitary factors (due to causality

constraints) for sectors assigned by full braid group elements.

The Feynman path integral attains thus the form21,24

I(r1, . . . , rN , t; r′1, . . . , r
′
N , t′) =

∑

l∈π1(Ω)

eiαl

∫

dλle
iS[λl(r1,...,rN ,t;r′1,...,r

′
N ,t′)]/h̄, (1)

where I(r1, . . . , rN , t; r′1, . . . , r
′
N , t′) is the propagator, i.e., the matrix element of the evolution op-

erator of the total N -particle system in the position representation that determines the probability

amplitude (complex one) of quantum transition from the multi-particle coordination space point,

r1, . . . , rN , in time instant t to the other point in the configuration space, r′1, . . . , r
′
N , in time instant

t′. dλl is the measure in the path space sector enumerated by the l-th braid group π1(FN ) element

(braid groups are countable or finite). S[λl(r1, . . . , rN , t; r′1, . . . , r
′
N , t′)] is the classical action for

the trajectory λl joining selected points in the configuration space FN between time instances t, t′

and lying in l-th sector of the trajectory space with the lth braid loop attached. The whole space

of trajectories is decomposed into disjoint sectors enumerated by the braid group element discrete
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index l (as for a countable group). It has been proved17 that the unitary factors (the weights)

associated with contributions of the disjoint sectors of the path integral domain, eiαl in Eq. (1),

establish a one-dimensional unitary representation (1DUR) of the full braid group. Distinct unitary

weights in the path integral (i.e., distinct 1DURs of the braid group) determine different types of

quantum particles corresponding to the same classical ones. Braids describe particle exchanges,

and thus their 1DURs assign quantum statistics in the system.

Equivalently, the 1DUR of a particular braid defines a phase shift of the multi-particle wave

function Ψ(r1, . . . , rN ) when its arguments r1, . . . , rN (classical coordinates of particles on the

manifold M) mutually exchange themselves according to this braid26,27 (let us emphasize that

these exchanges are not permutations, and the path is important, unless the manifold M is a

three- or higher-dimensional space without linear topological defects, such as strings16,26,27).

1

r 2

r

r

3
r ’3

r ’1

r ’1r ’2

r ’3

r ’2

element of (F )1 3

r 1

r 2

r 3
r ’3

r ’3

r ’1 r ’1

r ’2

r ’2

element of (F )1 3

FIG. 1. For a multi-particle trajectory in the configuration space (in the illustration for N = 3, the

configuration space of indistinguishable identical particles is F3 = (M3 − ∆)/S3), one can add an arbitrary

element of the full braid group π1(F3)—indicated by colored tangled lines. Due to nonhomotopy of various

braids from the full braid group (linking positions of particles at same intermediate time instant that differ

by permutation) the trajectories with various braids attached are topologically inequivalent, i.e., cannot be

transformed one into another by continuous deformations—they are also nonhomotopic.

For a 3D manifold M , full braid groups π1(FN ), are always finite permutation groups SN . Be-

cause the permutation group has only two different 1DURs, σi →







ei0,

eiπ,
(where σi, i = 1, . . . , N−1,

are generators of the permutation group, i.e., exchanges of the ith particle with the (i+1)-th one, at

a certain enumeration of particles), then in 3D only two quantum statistics are possible, the bosonic

and fermionic ones, for +1 and −1 unitary representations of generators, respectively. When the

manifold M is two-dimensional, the full braid group is essentially different than the SN group. For

M being a 2D plane (R2), the full braid group is usually assigned as BN (Artin group16). It is an
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infinite group with an infinite number of 1DURs, σi → eiα, α ∈ [0, 2π), associated with anyons25.

The generators σi for the infinite full braid group for a 2D manifold are exchanges of particles i-th

with (i+1)-th ones (at certain particle enumeration), but they satisfy different conditions compared

to 3D manifold. For the plane R2, the generators of BN comply with the following conditions:

σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ N −2, and σjσj = σjσi for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N −1, |i− j| ≥ 2 (whereas

for SN , it was σ2
i = e).

Changes of the braid group causes changes of its 1DUR and of a related symmetry of the

multiparticle wave function and energies averaged over this function. In a specific 2D case, when

charged interacting N -particle system is placed on a surface S (in the thermodynamical limit on

whole R2 with kept S
N = const.), the strong perpendicular magnetic field may significantly change

the braid group of this system. Although the braids display topology of trajectories and not

specific dynamics, the static magnetic field perpendicular to the plane can change the homotopy

of all trajectories simultaneously conserving a cylindrical symmetry. This exceptional situation is

caused by the fact that charged classical particles must move along cyclotron orbits that are of

finite size in 2D (in contrast to 3D charged particles for which the drift component of cyclotron

movement makes orbits arbitrarily large). For a sufficiently strong magnetic field, the cyclotron

orbits of 2D particles with the same kinetical energy (as in Landau levels or in other flat bands)

may be shorter than the particle separation of electrons on the plane rigidly fixed by their Coulomb

repulsion. This precludes braid exchanges of particles and the full braid group cannot be defined.

A braid group must, however, be defined for any correlated multi-particle system, otherwise any

quantum statistics cannot be assigned, and any correlated state cannot be organized.

We have proved that multi-loop braids in 2D can match particles separated by a distance too

large for single-particle braids18,28. These multi-loop braids are σq
i (q is an integer) and are elements

of the original full braid group generated by σi. When σi cannot be defined, the new braid group

(the subgroup of the full braid group) can be defined utilizing σq
i as its generators (for odd integers

q, when σq
i still define exchanges of neighbors, ith and (i + 1)-th particles, what is, however, not

true for q even integers). These subgroups of the full braid group we call as the cyclotron braid

subgroups, and they display distinct homotopy classes for the 2D interacting multiparticle charged

system upon a sufficiently strong magnetic field presence.

However, the implementation of a cyclotron braid subgroup is limited only to a discrete series of

magnetic field values in the system of repulsing electrons with fixed planar concentration (with fixed

N and S, or in the thermodynamic limit, with fixed ρ = N
S ). Only for the commensurability of a

multi-loop cyclotron braid with particle separation is it possible to define a cyclotron braid subgroup
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and to arrange a correlated multi-particle state. Including the possibility of fitting each loop from

the multi-loop orbit to particle separation and taking into account also next-nearest neighboring

particles, we obtain the hierarchy of discrete magnetic field values at constant ρ = N
S , at which

the multi-loop cyclotron braids can be commensurate with the electron distribution homogeneous

and steady due to electron repulsion (electrons are located on the positive uniform jellium). The

degeneracy of Landau levels (LLs) of 2D particles in the magnetic field is proportional to the field

B, N0 = BSe
h̄ , and changes of the LL filling factor, ν = N

N0
, correspond to variation of the magnetic

field. The discrete values of B at which cyclotron braid commensurability is admissible define the

famous FQHE hierarchy with perfect consistence with experimental observations (ca. 150 various

fractional fillings in conventional GaAs and in graphene have been experimentally observed with

FQHE thus far28–30).

Each commensurability pattern defines a specific homotopy class for trajectories in the consid-

ered system upon a rigidly accommodated magnetic field B (or, equivalently, at a corresponding

LL filling factor). The 1DUR of the related specific cyclotron braid subgroup determines the

symmetry of the corresponding wave function. In particular, in the lowest Landau level (LLL),

these wave functions can be uniquely identified, taking into account that for interacting systems

of N electrons in the LLL the wave function must be a holomorphic function. In the case of the

simplest commensurability patterns, one can rederive in this way the Laughlin functions and next

their generalizations at arbitrary, more complicated multi-loop cyclotron braid commensurability

instances (corresponding to different homotopy classes).

For each homotopy class, the corresponding wave function attains the form restricted by the

cyclotron braid-group symmetry, which leads to a specific mean energy of this state. This energy is

different for various homotopy classes, and the transition between them can be treated as the ho-

motopy phase transition undergoing due to variation of the magnetic field B. The homotopy phases

do not have any order parameters but are distinguished by different patterns of the correlations

expressed by the structure of a particular cyclotron braid subgroup.

The instant change in the commensurability pattern with variation of the magnetic field is

particularly notable. The change in homotopy occurs instantly with magnetic field shift when the

size of the classical cyclotron orbit changes in the system of charged repulsing particles with a steady

fixed classical distribution on the 2D plane due to the interaction. It must be emphasized that

the homotopy phase transitions, although characterized by changes in the classical braid group,

are essentially quantum transitions at T = 0 K corresponding to the wave function reshaping

according the symmetry and unitary representation of the particular cyclotron braid subgroups
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(and the related step-wise change of the mean energy of interaction).

The Coulomb-repulsed electrons that are located on the positively charged jellium define a clas-

sical Wigner web with the lowest energy distribution of particles with fixed inter-particle spacing

(at T = 0 K). When the temperature grows, the termal chaos ∼ kT overcomes the interaction

and erodes the classical electron network. Hence, with temperature increase the commensurability

might not be precisely defined, and the homotopy phase may disappear. The stronger the inter-

action, the higher the temperature at which this classical network disintegrates. We see that the

interaction does not cause the homotopy phase transitions but is the crucial prerequisite for the

commensurability pattern changes with variation of the magnetic field strength. This relation-

ship agrees with the fact that the homotopy phase is not assigned by any local order parameter,

unlike to the ordinary phase transitions occurring due to fluctuations of the order parameter.

In particular, neither the mean field approach, which highlights the role of interaction in ordi-

nary phase transitions, nor the renormalization group approach apply to the presented homotopy

phase transitions. In a gas system, the homotopy phase transitions disappear because the braid

commensurability loses its meaning when distances between gas particles can be arbitrary as for

noninteracting particles.

The homotopy phase transition is purely quantum phase transition (QPT)—it occurs with

varying magnetic field at T = 0 K, although (similarly to other QPTs) it persists to nonzero

temperatures up to a certain temperature when the thermal fluctuations exceed the activation

energy of a particular quantum phase. The activation energy is the energy gain due to homotopy

correlations with respect to the uncorrelated phase and depends on the inter-particle interaction

and on the interaction with the jellium for a specific homotopy pattern o of correlations. At higher

temperatures, the particle separation is not precisely defined, and the homotopy phase is no longer

defined. Thus, for temperatures kT exceeding the activation energies of competing phases the

homotopy transition is washed out by the thermal chaos. The ordinary phase transition is a different

phenomenon—it is purely classical in terms of thermal fluctuations despite the organization of

competing phases is quantum, like e.g., for superfluid or superconducting phases. Conventional

QPTs also are governed by fluctuations, a similar role play here quantum fluctuations of some

order parameter instead of thermal ones. The homotopy transitions are, however, different and

are not associated with fluctuations of any local order parameter. They correspond to step-wise

changes in the topology of trajectories; i.e., they are assigned to the homotopy transitions in the

whole configuration space simultaneously.
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III. EXAMPLES OF HOMOTOPY PHASES

Let us first consider the integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE) from the homotopy point of view.

This is the correlated state when the LLL filling factor ν = N
N0

= 1. The magnetic field B0

corresponding to ν = 1 satisfies thus the equation, N0 = B0Se
h = N . In terms of the cyclotron orbit

size, this equality can be rewritten as follows:

S

N
=

h̄

eB0
, (2)

where on the left-hand-side of this equation stands S
N which is the sample area per single particle

(the measure of particle separation)) and on the right-hand-side, h̄
eB0

, is the size of a surface of the

cyclotron orbit in the LLL. Eq. (2) thus determines the homotopy pattern when cyclotron orbits

ideally fit to particle separation, allowing braid exchanges, statistics determination and correlation

organization.

However, if the magnetic field grows, the commensurability condition (2) cannot be longer

satisfied. Apparently for B > B0, the commensurability (2) is lost, i.e., S
N > h̄

eB . In general, there

are two possible ways to restore the commensurability necessary to arrange any other correlated

state:

• to include correlations with next-nearest neighbors—then for the first generation of next-

nearest neighbors we obtain on l.h.s instead of S
N the quantity S

N/2 = 2S
N , which, however, only

worsens the above inequality (next-nearest neighbor correlations can be, however, convenient

in higher LLs at lower magnetic field, B < B0, and thus larger cyclotron orbits31);

• to include braids with additional loops—for one additional loop, the simplest such braid

is σ3
i —as we have proved28 (cf. also paragraph IV), the size of the corresponding 3-loop

cyclotron orbit will be 3 h̄
eB , which restores the commensurability for the field value B1/3 =

3B0,

S

N
=

3h̄

eB1/3
, (3)

or more generally S
N = qh̄

eB1/q
, q–odd integer, B1/q = qB0; for this field, we obtain ν = 1

q (in

particular ν = 1
3 for q = 3).

We see that the condition (3) defines another homotopy class—the corresponding commensura-

bility pattern holds for 3-loop cyclotron orbits, i.e., braids with one additional loop (because braid

to exchange nearest particles utilizes half of a cyclotron orbit). As the subsequent loops can only
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be added to braids one by one, q must be an odd integer: for q = 1 (i.e., for the ordinary single-loop

cyclotron orbit), the corresponding braid takes 1/2 of this orbit in order to match a neighboring

particle; for q = 3, the corresponding braid takes 3/2 of the 3-loop cyclotron orbit to match a

neighbor; for q = 5, the braid takes 5/2 of 5-loop cyclotron orbit, and so on.

The energies of distinct homotopy phases differ. One can evaluate these energies by the Metropo-

lis Monte Carlo method32 via calculation of < Ψ(z1, . . . , zN )|Ĥ |Ψ(z1, . . . , zN )) > for the correspond-

ing trial wave functions. For ν = 1
q , the Laughlin wave functions are used33:

Ψ(z1, . . . , zN ) = A
∏

i>j

(zi − zj)
qe−

∑
i |zi|2/4l2B , (4)

lB =
√

h̄
eB is the magnetic length, zi = xi + iyi is the complex notation of ri = (xi, yi) position

of i-th particle on the plane, A is the normalization constant. The resulted energies of various

homotopy phases at distinct ν are different. Moreover, any shift in the magnetic field value, i.e.,

a shift in ν, disrupts the commensurability pattern, causing an instant homotopy quantum phase

transition. The homotopy phase transition is of the topological type without an order parameter,

corresponding to an instant change of the correlation type in the multi-particle system (with S and

N constant) induced by changing the cyclotron braid size via the variation of the magnetic field

B.

IV. MAGNETIC FIELD FLUX QUANTUM IN DIFFERENT HOMOTOPY

PHASES—THE ORIGIN OF FQHE

Here we prove that the magnetic field flux quantum changes its value in various homotophy

phases. This fact is the origin of the FQHE and was heuristically modeled34 by auxiliary field

quanta attached to electrons to construct a hypothetical composite fermions. Actually none com-

posite fermions exist but the magnetic field flux quantum changes for various multiply connected

spaces. In order to formally demonstrate the magnetic field flux quantum modification induced

by a specific homotopy class, let us consider the Bohr-Sommerfeld rule, which links the area of

the 1D phase space with the corresponding number of quantum states. The quasiclassical wave

function in a 1D well, U(x), with turning points a and b has the form Ψ(x) = c√
psin

1
h̄

∫ x
a pdx

for Ψ(a) = 0 or Ψ(x) = c′√
psin

1
h̄

∫ x
b pdx for Ψ(b) = 0, where p(x) =

√

2m(E − U(x)) (for sim-

plicity, assuming vertical infinite borders of the well). Uniqueness of the wave function requires

2
∫ b
a pdx =

∮

pdx = Sxp = n2πh̄ = nh, which is the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule (for non-

vertical infinite borders, Sxp = (n + 1
2 )h). The above has been derived upon the condition that
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the trajectory is single-loop. For a different homotopy class and for a multi-loop trajectory one

obtains, however, 2
∫ b
a pdx =

∮

pdx = Spx = (2k + 1)n2πh̄ = n(2k + 1)h for a trajectory (a, b) with

additional k loops. Each loop of all 2k loops symmetrically pinned (by k) to both branches, ’upper’

(+p) and ’lower’ (−p), of the closed trajectory between a and b in the integral
∮

pdx adds 2π. This

is of particular importance when the Bohr-Sommerfeld rule is applied to a effective 2D phase-space

(Py, Y ) of y, x components of the 2D kinematic momentum in the presence of a perpendicular

magnetic field. The kinematic momentum components, Px = −ih̄ ∂
∂x and Py = −ih̄ ∂

∂y − eBx (at

the Landau gauge, A = (0, Bx, 0)) do not commute. [Py, Px]− = −ih̄eB and the pair of operators,

Y = 1
eBPx and Py, can be treated as operators of canonically conjugated generalized position Y

and momentum Py because [Py, Y ]− = −ih̄. Thus, the 2D effective phase space (Y, Py) is actually

the (Px, Py) space. This 2D kinematic momentum space is, on the other hand, the renormalized by

the factor 1
(eB)2

and turned in plane by π/2 the ordinary 2D space (x, y) due to the quasiclassical

formula for the Lorentz force, F = dP
dt = edrdt ×B, which gives dPx(y) = eBdy(−x). In the 2D posi-

tion space, (x, y) trajectories may belong to different homotopy classes and may be attributed to

non-contractible additional loops (as in charged multi-particle planar systems at sufficiently strong

magnetic field). Hence, in this homotopy-rich 2D case, from the generalized Bohr-Sommerfeld rule,

SY Py = n(2k + 1)h, or in (x, y) space, Sx,y = (2k+1)nh
eB , which defines the quantum of the magnetic

field flux,

Φk = ∆SxyB =
(2k + 1)h

e
. (5)

Only for k = 0, i.e., for the homotopy class without additional loops, the flux quantum equals

Φ0 = h
e .

Different magnetic field flux quanta define different size of multi-loop cyclotron orbits. The

IQHE corresponds to k = 0 (the homotopy class of single-loop cyclotron orbits) and the cyclotron

orbit size for k = 0 equals to ∆Sxy = h
eB0

= S
N = S

N0
, ν = N

N0
= 1, (N0 = BSe

h is the LL

degeneracy taken here for B0, S is the sample surface size, N is the number of electrons, B0 is

the magnetic field for ν = 1). The FQHE-main line corresponds to k = 1, 2, . . . (the homotopy

class with q = (2k + 1)-loop cyclotron orbits or braids with k additional loops); e.g., for k = 1 (the

simplest Laughlin state), the three-loop cyclotron orbit has the size ∆Sxy = 3h
eB . This orbit for

B = 3B0 fits to interparticle separation S
N —hence, from the commensurability condition, 3h

eB = S
N ,

one obtains, ν = N
N0

= N
BSe/h = 1

3 . It is thus evident that none composite fermions exist but

the flux quantum changes. The Laughlin correlations expressed by exponential q = 2k + 1 in the

Jastrow polynomial manifesting itselves by the phase shift qπ when particle interchange, is not a
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result of the Aharanov-Bohm phase generated by fluxes attached to composite fermions, but this

phase shift is the scalar unitary representation of the braid generator with additional k loops18.

The cyclotron braid group theory fully explains FQHE without any fictitious objects like composite

fermions with heuristic assertion of somehow pinned flux quanta to each particle.

It must be emphasized that the Chern-Simons field theory has supported the mystification of

composite fermions using the confusing name of gauge field. Despite of this conventional name the

Chern-Simon field causes non-canonical transformation of particles and changes their statistics on

demand equally artificially as composite fermions do. Thus, the Chern-Simon field theory does

not derive composite fermions but offers only a field type representation for the auxiliary fictitious

model. In the next paragraphs it is formally proven to which homotopy phases the composite

fermon picture can be applied and which homotopy phases cannot be illustrated by the composite

fermions. In aparticular, so-called enigmatic FQHE states in the LLL of monolayer 2DEG systems

do not admit composite fermion model as well as all FQHE states in bilayer systems with tunneling

of electrons between layers, as in bilayer graphene30,35–37 or in closely adjacent GaAs layers38,39.

The FQHE states in higher LLs both in Hall monolayers and bilayers are also not of composite

fermion character30,31,37,40.

The quasiclassical method of Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization applied to many particle systems

is interaction independent, i.e., it holds for arbitrarily strongly interacting multiparticle systems.

The sizes of magnetic flux quanta are also interaction independent for different homotopy classes,

although the existence of nonhomotopic trajectories in (x, y) space is conditioned by the Coulomb

interaction of 2D charged particles. In a gas system of noninteracting particles, their mutual

positions are arbitrary, which dismisses correlations and nontrivial homotopies.

V. TWO-PARTICLE ILLUSTRATION OF HOMOTOPY CLASSES IN 2D

To better visualize the homotopy phase transition, let us consider the simplest multi-particle,

the two-electron 2D system (N = 2) located on the surface S (positive jellium) and exposed to a

perpendicular strong magnetic field. The system of two not-bounded electrons has been frequently

considered (but without the jellium) because it permits an analytical solution at a countable series

of magnetic field values reflecting hidden symmetries of the related Schrödinger equation41,42. In

addition, two electrons in quantum dots were studied, in hyperbolic43 or cylindrical dots44.

In the case, when the jellium is present, one can apply the same approach as for many electron 2D

systems for IQHE and FQHE. For the field B0, such that the the degeneracy of corresponding LLs,
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two indistinguishable particles exchange
along braid built of cyclotron semi-loops

of each particle

two repusing themseves indistinguishable
particles exchange along braids built
of cyclotron semi-loops of each particle

two distict homotopy phases for two interacting electrons with
constant planar density N/S upon the perpendicular magnetic field

v =1
single-loop cyclotron orbit

B0

v =1/3
three-loop cyclotron orbit

sigle-loop cyclotron
orbit is too short

B1/3

S
S

FIG. 2. Example of two distinct homotopy phases for two repulsing electrons placed on the uniform positive

jellium with constant surface density N
S at magnetic field B0 (left) corresponding to ν = N

N0

= 1 and

B1/3 = 3B0 (right) corresponding to ν = 1

3
. The braid trajectory for each electron is a cyclotron semi-loop,

with a single-loop cyclotron trajectory for B0 but with a three-loop cyclotron trajectory for B1/3 (in the

illustration, the classical cyclotron orbits in the interacting system are schematically presented as circles

but may have different shapes with the same surface as circles (e.g., for the commensurability condition

S
N = h̄

eB , the single-loop cyclotron orbits with the surface h̄
eB cannot be circular because it is impossible to

fill the plane with circles). For the sake of electrostatic energy minimization, two classical electrons at T = 0

K are symmetrically positioned on the jellium with radius r at the radius ca. 0.7r (the simplest Wigner

distribution).

N0 = B0Se
h̄ = 2, two electrons completely fill the LLL, i.e., ν = N

N0
= 1. The related homotopy

phase is defined here by the same commensurability condition as for IQHE, S
2 = h̄

eB0
, which

means that the cyclotron braid (half of the cyclotron orbit) perfectly fits the electron separation,

as visualized in Fig. 2 (left). The wave function for this simplest homotopy phase at B0 is

Ψ1(z1, z2) = A(z1− z2)e
(|z1|2+|z2|2)/4l2B0 , (zi = xi + iyi is a convenient complex representation of the

2D position of the ith particle, ri = (xi, yi), lB =
√

h̄
eB is the magnetic lenght at field B). This

function is the Laughlin function for N = 2 and q = 1, i.e., the Slater function for the completely

filled LLL. It must be emphasized here that this Slater function, being, on the other hand the

wave function of two noninteracting particles in the LLL of gas, is simultaneously the ground state

for the interacting electrons at ν = 1. It is an exceptional situation when the different systems,

with and without interaction, have the same ground state eigenfunction corresponding, however, to

different Hamiltonians (and different energies), Hnint =
∑2

i=1
(p̂i−eAi)2

2m , Ai = 1
2(−Byi, Bxi) in the
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v = 1

v = 1/3

v = 1/3

v = 1

FIG. 3. Single-particle density of the wave function (
∫

d2r2|Ψν(r1, r2)|2, cross-section for better visibility)

for ν = 1 (blue) and ν = 1

3
(brown)—pushing of charge density out of the center is visible for homotopy

class ν = 1

3
(left panel). The averaged separation of particles,

∫

d2r2
∫

d2r1Ψ∗
ν(r1, r2)|r1 − r2|Ψν(r1, r2)), is

larger for the homotopy class for ν = 1

3
(the averaged distance is presented by the circle diameter) (right

panel).

symmetrical gauge for B = B0, and Hint = Hnint+
e2

4πε0ε|r1−r2|+Hjj+Hej, where the jellium-jellium

interaction Hjj =
ρ20
2

∫

S d2r
∫

S d2r′ e2

4πε0ε|r−r′| (with the charge density ρ0 = 1
2πl2B0

) and the electron-

jellium interaction Hel = −ρ0
∑2

i=1

∫

S d2r e2

4πε0ε|r−ri| (ε0 and ε are the dielectric constant and the

material permittivity, respectively). The commensurability pattern, S
2 = h̄

eB0
, uniquely determines

the symmetry of the wave function (in the LLL, the wave function of interacting electrons must

be a holomorphic function, defined uniquely by its nodes). Here, the 1DUR of the braid group is

σi → eiα, where α = π is chosen for original fermions, which induces the z1 − z2 polynomial part.

The finite range exponent e
−(|zi|2+|z2|2)/4l2B0 invariant for particle exchange is the same common

factor in the subspaces of the two-particle Hilbert space spanned by eigenfunctions of noninteracting

particles in the LLL for any filling rate (also for ν = 1). The resulted two-particle wave function has

the form of the Slater function for N = 2 in the LLL of noninteracting particles. Let us emphasize

that this function, if related to Hnint, is not any correlated state (in the gas, none correlations can

be present, and any braid commensurability also cannot be defined in the gas), whereas the same

function if related to Hint (as uniquely determined by the braid group 1DUR for ν = 1) describes

the strongly correlated state of IQHE; this is the simplest homotopy phase. We thus see that

this homotopy correlation is not explicitly built in the wave function form. Notably, the charge

distribution and the averaged electron distance at ν = 1 shown in Fig. 3 (right) are the same for

interacting and noninteracting systems because the two-particle wave function has the same form

in both systems. In the gas case, the finite separation of electrons is caused by fermionic ’repulsion’

and is called Pauli virtual crystallization45, although no other homotopic class exists in the gaseous
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system. In gas any commensurability does not hold and does not impose any restrictions on a full

braid group.

The other homotopy phase for two interacting electrons corresponds e.g., to the commensura-

bility pattern S
2 = 3h̄

eB1/3
at ν = 1

3 , i.e., to the distinct homotopy class with three-loop cyclotron

orbits and thus braids with one additional loop for B1/3 = 3B0 (cf. Fig. 2, (right)). The Laughlin

wave function for this state state has the form, Ψ1/3(z1, z2) = B(z1 − z2)3e−(|z1|2+|z2|2)/4l2B .

The energies for both homotopy phases shown above can be calculated directly as ∆E =<

Ψν(z1, z2)|Ĥint − Ĥnint|Ψν(z1, z2) > for ν = 1 or ν = 1/3. From the Metropolis Monte Carlo

estimation we obtain the energies ∆E
N = −0.58

[

e2

4πε0εlB

]

for ν = 1, ∆E
N = −0.39

[

e2

4πε0εlB

]

for

ν = 1
3 , and ∆E

N = −0.32
[

e2

4πε0εlB

]

for ν = 1
5 (the minus indicates stability, i.e., that the jellium-

electron attraction energy overcomes the jellium-jellium repulsion and electron-electron repulsion

energies). Thus, the energies for distinct homotopy phases are different.

For both homotopy classes, one can compare the charge density distribution,
∫

d2r2|Ψν(r1, r2)|2,

and the averaged separation of electrons.
∫

d2r1
∫

d2r2Ψ∗
ν(r1, r2)|r1 − r2|Ψν(r1, r2), for ν = 1 and

ν = 1
3 , respectively. As is shown in Fig. 3 for multi-loop cyclotron braids the single-particle

charge distribution is pushed out from the center of the jellium plaque resulting in a larger mean

separation of the electron distribution, which minimizes the electron repulsion energy for the related

homotopy class. A comparison of the energies for both phases reveals that the reduction of electron

repulsion causes an increase in the electron-jellium interaction, which prefers a more uniform charge

distribution. Both homotopy phases are, however, stable with respect to the nearby quantum state,

which cannot be correlated if ν is slightly shifted out of the homotopy condition.

These simple examples of the homotopy phases in the case of N = 2 can be generalized to

large electron number systems (also in the thermodynamic limit, provided that the planar density

remains constant).

VI. HOMOTOPY PHASES CORRESPONDING TO FQHE HIERARCHY IN THE LLL

The general form of the braid commensurability in the 2D charged multi-electron system in

magnetic field can be identified via a generalization of the genuine homotopy pattern for IQHE,

S
N = S

N0
, when the cyclotron orbit size, equal to Φ0

B0
= S

N0
(N0 = eB0S

h is the LL degeneracy), fits

perfectly to the interacting electron separation S
N . At fractional fillings of the LLL (i.e., at a larger

magnetic field B > B0), the cyclotron orbits S
N0

= h
eB are always smaller than S

N (kept constant

here) and the single-loop cyclotron braids cannot match neighboring electrons. To establish any
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correlated state particle exchanges are, however, necessary to define the statistics of quantum

particles via the choice of a braid group 1DUR in the path integral (1). Exclusively in 2D, the

multi-loop cyclotron orbits have larger sizes compared to the single-loop ones at the same magnetic

fields18,28,46 (cf. the proof in paragraph IV). This property is due to the obligatory distribution

of the external field B flux among all loops of the multi-loop cyclotron orbit in 2D. These loops

are all located in the same plane for the 2D system and the total flux of the external field passing

through the multi-loop orbit is the same as through the single-loop orbit. Hence, the fraction of

this flux falls per loop (in contrast to a coil in 3D, in which each scroll adds its own surface, thus

enhancing the total flux of an external field passing through a 3D coil).

The multi-loop braids can thus math neighboring electrons distributed too distantly for braids

without additional loops. Therefore, the multi-loop cyclotron orbit commensurability condition

attains the following general form, including matching by multi-loop orbits of nearest or next-

nearest electrons:

BS

N
= (q − 1)

h

ex
±

h

ey
, (6)

where q is the number of loops (q must be an odd integer to ensure that the corresponding braid

describes particle exchange). In Eq. (6), x ≥ 1 (integer) indicates the commensurability of q − 1

single loops from the q-loop cyclotron orbit with every x-th particle on the plane (x = 1 corresponds

to nearest neighbors, whereas x > 1 to next-nearest ones of x-th order); y ≥ x (also integer)

indicates the commensurability of the last loop of the q-loop orbit with every y-th particle (next-

nearest neighbors for y > 1); ± indicates the same or opposite (of a figure-eight shape) orientation

of the last, i.e., q-th, loop. From (6) the following hierarchy for filling rates is obtained,

ν = N
N0

= xy
(q−1)y±x , for LL band electrons,

ν = 1 − xy
(q−1)y±x , for LL band holes.

(7)

This general hierarchy reproduces perfectly all experimentally observed filling rates in the LLL

for FQHE47. For x = 1, the hierarchy (7) reproduces the conventional CF hierarchy34. For

x > 1, the hierarchy (7) is beyond the ability of the CF model and displays filling rates for

FQHE in the LLL including those outside the CF hierarchy called as enigmatic states (e.g., ν =

5
13 ,

4
11 ,

3
8 ,

3
10 ,

5
17 ,

4
19 , . . . ), which are, however, observed in the experiment in GaAs 2DEG47. The

comparison of the hierarchy (7) with the experimental data is summarized in Fig. 4.

We note that the CF model agrees with the simplest commensurability case (x = 1) and breaks

down in more complicated commensurability instances as given by Eq. (7) for x > 1. The addition

of auxiliary flux quanta to CFs to gain the proper Laughlin phase shift48 can be interpreted as
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the hierarchy (7) with all measured fractional filling rates for FQHE features in the

LLL GaAs (spin polarized). The hierarchy series acc. (7) for several y are displayed. Filling rates beyond

the conventional hierarchy of Jain’s CFs are shown in red (Hall metal state fraction 1/2 is marked).

an effective model of additional loops in braids needed to reach the nearest neighbors. When the

matching of next-nearest electrons is required in some homotopy phase, then such loops (with

x > 1 in Eq. (7)) are not equivalent to the conventional structure of CFs with pinned flux quanta.

In Fig. 4, filling rates beyond the main Jain’s CF hierarchy are indicated in red; these filling rates

are visible in experiments and all are successfully reproduced by the general hierarchy (7) with

x > 1.

i

i+1

i+2

i

i+1

i+2

i

i+1

i+2

i+3

V

FIG. 5. Examples of the braid cyclotron subgroup generators for several filling fractions; the third is an

example of a filling fraction that cannot be derived using the conventional CF model (the notation for the

generator according to Eq. (9) is bq,x,y,±i , where q is the number of loops in the cyclotron orbit, x is the

next-neighbor order for nesting of the first (q− 1) loops, y is the next-neighbor order of the last loop, and ±

corresponds to the same (+) or inverted (−) orientation of the last loop with respect to the preceding ones).

The limit y → ∞ in Eq. (7) displays the general hierarchy of the Hall metal in exactly the

same manner as for the archetype of the Hall metal at ν = 1/2 (the last orbit, associated with
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y, is then infinite and fits to infinitely distant particles as in the normal Fermi liquid without any

magnetic field—this is the Hall metal). The general Hall metal hierarchy in the LLL thus attains

the following form:

ν = x
q−1 , for electrons,

ν = 1 − x
q−1 , for holes.

(8)

The Hall metal correlations can manifest themselves at fractions that do not necessarily have even

denominators (for x > 1 even, beyond the conventional Jain’s CF concept of Hall metal, e.g.,

for x = 2 in Eq, (8)). Similarly the hierarchy (7) can display fractions with both odd and even

denominators in compliance with the experimental observations47. Some fractions are repeated in

various lines of the general hierarchy (7). This fact reveals the possibility of realization of various

commensurability patterns of multi-loop cyclotron orbits with inter-particle spacing S
N at the same

ν. The advantage of one commensurability pattern over the others (alternative ones at the same

filling rate) is related to energy minimization, i.e., minimization of the Coulomb interaction.

The hierarchy predicted by homotopy phases reproduces perfectly the experimentally observed

series of filling rates for FQHE in the LLL47 as well as in higher LLs both in conventional GaAs

2DEG49 and in graphene monolayer29 and bilayer30. In bilayer graphene, the homotopy phases

successfully explain an unconventional FQHE30,35–37, which is out of reach for the CF model

because of the specific braid homotopy modification induced by the interlayer hopping of electrons

and cannot be modeled by fictitious flux quanta pinned to electrons30.

A. Comparison of energy for various homotopy phases

The forms of the cyclotron braid generators for particular homotopy phases permit the con-

struction of trial wave functions that transform themselves according to a selected 1DURs of the

cyclotron braid subgroups. In the case of the LLL in which the wave function must be a holomor-

phic function, the cyclotron braid symmetry determines the wave function unambiguously. For the

simplest line of the hierarchy (7) with x = y = 1, i.e., ν = 1
q , q − odd, the corresponding trial

wave functions reproduce the family of Laughlin functions33 given by Eq. (4) with the uniquely

defined polynomial parts in the form of the Jastrow polynomials,
N,N
∏

i,j,i>j
(zi − zj)

q. The defining

characteristic of the Laughlin function is that the q-fold zero at each particle keeps planar particle

density apart (the stronger the higher q is) and thus diminishes the Coulomb electron-electron

interaction energy, which we have visualized in the simple example in Fig. 3. The function (4)

transforms in compliance with the 1DUR of the cyclotron braid subgroup with generators σq
i i.e.,
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σq
i → eiqπ (for the fixed 1DUR of the full braid group, σi → eiα with α = π choosen to describe

original fermions), which agrees with the Laughlin phase.

For more general homotopy classes corresponding to the hierarchy (7), the generators (elemen-

tary braids) are as follows (for ± in (7)):

bq,x,y,+i = (σi ·σi+1 ·...·σi+x−2 ·σi+x−1 ·σ
−1
i+x−2 ·...·σ

−1
i+1 ·σ

−1
i )q−1

·σi ·σi+1 ·...·σi+y−2 ·σi+y−1 ·σ
−1
i+y−2 ·...·σ

−1
i+1 ·σ

−1
i

and

bq,x,y,−i = (σi ·σi+1 ·...·σi+x−2 ·σi+x−1 ·σ
−1
i+x−2 ·...·σ

−1
i+1 ·σ

−1
i )q−1

·(σi ·σi+1 ·...·σi+y−2 ·σi+y−1 ·σ
−1
i+y−2 ·...·σ

−1
i+1 ·σ

−1
i )−1,

(9)

with 1DURs (for α = π) eiqπ (for +) and ei(q−2)π (for −) (with supplement of the above notation

for x(y) = 1, σi · σi+1 · · · · · σi+x−2 · σi+x−1 · σ
−1
i+x−2 · · · · · σ

−1
i+1 · σ

−1
i = σi). A few examples of

these generators are presented graphically in Fig. 5. These generators induce modifications of the

Jastrow polynomials in the following way:

Ψx,y,+
q (z1, z2, . . . , zN ) = A

N,N/x
∏

i,j=1;i<i mod x+(j−1)x

(zi − zi mod x+(j−1)x)q−1

×
N,N/y
∏

i,j=1;i<i mod y+(j−1)y

(zi − zi mod y+(j−1)y)e
−

N∑

i

|zi|
2

4l2
B ,

Ψx,y,−
q (z1, z2, . . . , zN ) = A

N,N/x
∏

i,j=1;i<i mod x+(j−1)x

(zi − zi mod x+(j−1)x)q−1

×
N,N/y
∏

i,j=1;i<i mod y+(j−1)y

(zi mod y+(j−1)y − zi)e
−

N∑

i

|zi|
2

4l2
B .

(10)

From Eq. (7) we notice that for x = 1 it displays the conventional CF hierarchy. Hence, the above

functions correspond to CFs for x = 1, as given by Eq. (11). It must be emphasized, however, that

in the Jain’s CF model48 trial wave functions are chosen in a different way, utilizing a projection

from higher LLs onto the LLL in order to dispose of poles in higher LL wave function and arrive

at a pole-less holomorphic function suitable to the LLL. This procedure is not uniquelly defined

but is rather empirically adjusted to optimize energy, which violates the wave function symmetry

in an accidental manner. The wave functions (11) (as a particular case of Eq. (10)) are, however,

not connected with any LL projection and thus are free of the related uncertainty and symmetry
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perturbations.

Ψx=1,y,+
q (z1, z2, . . . , zN ) = A

N,N
∏

i,j=1,i<j

(zi − zj)
q−1

×
N,N/y
∏

i,j=1;i<i mod y+(j−1)y

(zi − zi mod y+(j−1)y)e
−

N∑

i

|zi|
2

4l2
B ,

Ψx=1,y,−
q (z1, z2, . . . , zN ) = A

N,N
∏

i,j=1,i<j

(zi − zj)
q−1

×
N,N/y
∏

i,j=1;i<i mod y+(j−1)y

(zi mod y+(j−1)y − zi)e
−

N∑

i

|zi|
2

4l2
B .

(11)

The functions (10) are proposed as the trial wave functions for correlated states for filling rates (7),

for which elementary exchanges of particles are defined by braids (9) for the case when x, y > 1.

These functions are similar to multicomponent Halperin functions50.

The energy gain in the homotopy phase is mostly due to the lowering of the Coulomb repulsion

energy 〈Ψ|
N,N
∑

i.j,i>j

1
4πε0ε

e2

|zi−zj | |Ψ〉. It is clear that the energy reduction for function (10) is weaker

at higher x (for the same q and y). This follows from the dilution of correlated particles for larger

x > 1 (the correlation concerns every x-th electron only) as expressed in the modified Laughlin-type

function (10) by reducing the domain of the product. This leads to the diminishing of the repulsion

energy gain due to the averaging of the Coulomb energy,
N,N
∑

i.j,i>j

e2

|zi−zj | , with the wave function (10)

instead of (11) (or (4)) because q−1 fold zero in these functions prevents the approaching of not all

electrons in the case of function (10) but only its 1/x fraction (opposite to the case of function (4)

or (11), for which x = 1). Therefore, states with lower x better reduce electron-electron interaction,

and one can expect that states with x = 1 energetically prevail over states with x > 1. To confront

the energy values obtained from exact diagonalization for different FQHE fillings, the numerical

estimation of energy for the newly proposed functions (10) and (11) was performed according to

the Monte Carlo Metropolis scheme32,51,52. Some exemplary results revealing very good overlap

with the exact diagonalization are presented in Table I.

ν = N/N0 2/5 3/7 4/9 5/11 2/9 3/13 4/17

MMC sim. −0.432677 −0.441974 −0.446474 −0.451056 −0.342379 −0.348134 −0.351857

Ex. diag. −0, 432804 −0.442281 −0.447442 −0.450797 −0.342742 −0.348349 −0.351189

TABLE I. Comparison of energy values (per particle in units, e2

4πε0εlB
) obtained by exact diagonalization

(Ex. Diag.) and by quantum Monte Carlo simulation (MMC sim.) for some exemplary filling fractions for

FQHE (Metropolis Monte Carlo simulation for the proposed topology-based wave functions, acc. to Eq.

(11), for 200 particles).

With regard to multi-loop cyclotron orbits, any particular loop is not featured (all are equivalent)
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and thus, in general, each loop can be accommodated to the particle separation independently.

Thus, for a q-loop orbit, one would deal with the ordered series x1 ≤ x2 ≤ · · · ≤ xq, simplified

in (7) to x1 = · · · = xq−1 = x, xq = y. Apparently, the Coulomb repulsion minimization prefers

x1 = · · · = xq−1, for which the minimization domain is reduced resulting in weaker electron-electron

interaction and more efficient energy gain than for distinct distributions of xi. This explains the

choice of the uniform behavior of q − 1 loops (i.e., x1 = · · · = xq−1 = x). However, this is not

a rule, and for many fractions, various energetically competitive commensurability opportunities

might be considered.

For a particular filling rate ν, various competing patterns of multi-loop braid commensurabil-

ity are available in general. Each of the patterns defines a distinct homotopy class with distinct

energy (the lowest one defines the ground state at this ν). Various homotopy patterns at a fixed ν

contribute, however, to the Feynman path integral for a nonstationary case, in which energy is not

defined and various trajectory classes leading to different energies must be taken into account upon

summation over trajectories in total. We have demonstrated28 that he variation of the number

of homotopy classes when the magnetic field is shifted reproduces the longitudinal resistivity Rxx

experimentally measured in GaAs 2DEG47. The conductivity in the quantum system is propor-

tional to the corresponding path integral, but for a nonstationary case when a distinct number of

homotopy classes contributes to the path summation for various ν, the propagator will relatively

enhance or diminish in dependence on ν. Resulted variation of the propagator coincides with local

minima ad maxima of Rxx experimentally observed28.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Homotopy topological phases have been identified in 2D charged multi-particle systems exposed

to a perpendicular strong magnetic field with multiply connected configuration space. The tran-

sition between different homotopy phases does not comply with the conventional phase transition

scenario because topological correlations for various braid homotopies are not assigned by any

local order parameter. The homotopy class changes instantly according to the cyclotron braid

commensurability pattern for planar interacting multiparticle system, which changes in a step-wise

manner with variation of the external magnetic field. Exclusively in 2D multi-particle systems,

different multi-loop cyclotron orbits possess larger sizes compared to the single-loop orbits because

of larger magnetic field flux quantum in multiply connected 2D space with homotopy controlled by

a magnetic field. This leads to complicated patterns of multi-loop cyclotron braid commensura-
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bility with Coulomb-repulsing 2D electrons homogeneously distributed on uniform positive jellium

and including braid nesting with nearest and next-nearest neighbors. The resulted homotopy class

hierarchy agrees with the experimentally observed FQHE hierarchy in conventional GaAs 2DEG

and in graphene monolayer and bilayer. The homotopy classes include and with mathematical

rigor explain the heuristic CF approach as the pictorial effective model of the simplest instance

of braid commensurability concerning nearest neighbors only, which limits the ability of CFs to

illustrate FQHE hierarchy. CFs are usable only in the LLL of monolayer 2DEG system except of

the homotopy classes for so-called enigmatic filling fractions in the LLL when nesting of braids

with next-nearest electrons for first q − 1 loops of the q-loop orbit is required out of reach for

conventional CF model. CFs fail also in bilayer Hall systems and in higher LLs both of monolayer

and bilayer Hall systems. The homotopy classes are characterized by specific quantum statistic

symmetries of corresponding cyclotron braid group generators defining the polynomial part of the

related wave functions and their average energies. These energies agree with the activation energies

experimentally observed in Hall experiments and with the energies from exact diagonalization in

small models at the corresponding filling rates.
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